Launch of the AI report
Scenario
12:45
13: 00 – 13:10
13:10
13:10-13:15

Meetings organized by GovInsider finishes
Participants will get food for lunch and sit down (buffet lunch)
Launch of the AI report starts
Jonathan open the session and introduce the report briefly
(the panellists can sit and eat during the time)

13:15 – 13:35

Jonathan invites panellists to sit in the front, and introduce panellists
•




Ms. Emi Palmor, former Director General of the Justice Ministry, Israel
Mr. Pun-Arj Chairatana, Executive Director, National Innovation Agency,
Thailand.
Arindrajit Basu, Researcher, Centre for Internet and Society, India
Mr. Jake Lucchi, Head of Content and AI, Google, Asia Pacific

Presentation by DG Emi
Let us start with Ms. Emi Palmor, former Director General of the Justice Ministry,
Israel. Ms Palmor, as you know, the “Trademarker” based on AI and other advanced
technologies, was developed by three students who responded to a challenge
published by the Israeli Trademark Office.
May I have the pleasure to invite you to present the background of Trademarker and
the Israel's goverment's broader efforts to use AI to deliver public services?
Ms. Emi takes the floor and make a presentation (up to 10 minutes)
Thank you Emi for your excellent presentation. (Jonathan may add a few comments
or observations)
First round of questions
Now allow me to turn to panellists.
My first questions to to Arindrajit Basu, Researcher, Centre for Internet and Society,
India who is the author of the main chapter in the report. Mr. Basu, can you
highlight two or three the most important findings in your chapter?
Next question to Dr Pun-Arj Chairatana. You may be disappointed to discover that
Thailand is not featured in the report. However, we understand many initiatives
have been taken in adopting AI to public sector. Can you highlight a few examples?

Thank Jake for supporting the preparation of the report. Question to Jake: how do
you see this report fits in the Google’s programme on AI for social good?

13:35-13:37

Jonathan briefly summarizes discussion and move to next rounds of questions

13:37-13:50

Second round of questions:
Questions to Arindrajit Basu
While we have seen the successful application of AI to delivery of public service, is it
possible to upscale such success? What factors need to be taken into consideration
when we try to duplicate such success?
Next, the same questions below to Ms. Emi Palmor, Dr Pun-Arj Chairatana and Jake
Lucchi
These case studies show that partnership among governments, private sector and
other stakeholders is often key to success of application of AI. But governments may
have concern to work with private sector. What would be your proposals to
governments on how to leverage such partnership for adopting AI?

13:50-13:55

Thank everyone and close the session
(GovInsider event resumes at 2pm. We need to give participants 10 minutes to
return to the meeting room)

